
                                                                            

      Customer Terms and Conditions 

1. Special offers are unlocked when at least 3 suppliers are booked through The Northern Creators 

website at the same time. 
2. A non-refundable deposit as a date retainer is required to secure a booking. The amount will depend 

on the chosen suppliers and will be shown in a personalised quote emailed to the customer. 
3. Once your date retaining deposit is received for at least 3 chosen suppliers, special offers from any 

other Nothern Creators supplier automatically becomes available if the customer wishes to book that 

supplier at a later date, and they are booked through The Nothern Creators website. 
4. If for any reason the customer cancels one of the suppliers and this brings the total number of booked 

suppliers from The Northern Creators below 3, the special offers from the remaining 2 suppliers are 

no longer valid unless the customer chooses to book another Northern Creators supplier. 
5. If a supplier cancels or can no longer fulfil their booking with the customer, and this brings the total 

number of booked suppliers from The Northern Creators below 3, offers from the remaining 2 suppliers 

will still be valid. The deposit paid to the supplier who can no longer fulfil the booking will be refunded 

to the customer. The refund will come directly from the supplier and not The Northern Creators. The 

Northern Creators take no financial responsibility for date retainers as all payments made are 

immediately and directly transferred to the supplier whereby it is the supplier’s responsibility to 

manage the booking in its entirety. 
6. Supplier offers are specific to the time of booking and cannot be substituted for any offers the supplier 

may have at a later date, or offers available outside of The Northern Creators. 
7. The Northern Creators will check availability for your chosen suppliers, offer a quote including special 

offers and inform you of the total amount of deposit required by your chosen suppliers to secure your 

date. The Northern Creators only take monies as a date retaining deposit which is immediately 

transferred you each chosen supplier, after which the remaining management of the booking will be 

dealt with by the suppliers directly. Deposits can be paid via bank transfer to: Sort Code: 40-12-

55 Account Number: 92292475. 
8. Under no circumstances are The Northern Creators responsible for the actions, service or 

communication of featured suppliers. Once The Northern creators have secured your chosen suppliers 

and passed on your date retaining deposit the client agrees that all further correspondence will be made 

with each supplier, including any further payments, complaints or queries.  
9. By providing a date retaining deposit, clients knowledge that this in no way binds The Northern 

creators to any financial agreement and understand that all agreements are with the suppliers directly. 

The Northern Creators are solely here to collate your quote information and secure your booking for 

you with your chosen suppliers. By submitting a quote, and or by the act of paying any monies, clients 

accept all terms and conditions. 

 

 

 


